
Effective roof cleaning from the safety of the ground.

Roof WandTM



“A system that is environmentally friendly

and can be used in all types of weather.

Patented technology that dispels any

doubts that using just water is the most safe

and effective way to clean a roof.”

Steve Dunmore

Inventor

Roof WandTM

Scan the QR above to watch a video of the

Roof WandTM in action!



Revolution, Practicality &
Simplicity

Until now, roof cleaning has has always

been a job that presents many

challenges. Costly forms of safe access

through the use of hired scaffolding or

powered access are a significant barrier

to a sustainable and profitable business

model. Once access has been gained,

multiple cleaning techniques - requiring

additional equipment - are required to

produce instant and lasting results.

Roof WandTM offers an all-in-one, safe

alternative to pre-existing methods of

roof cleaning. Delivering quality service

from the safety of the ground is now

possible with this revolutionary new

equipment. With Roof WandTM, it is now

possible to offer customers a complete

house cleaning package, without the

need for costly access methods.



Pure Water Tank

Pneumatic Wheels

360º Roller Head

Radio control
directional mast

Ionic Systems have
developed the Mast Trolley
to provide a sturdy yet highly
manoeuvrable support base
for roof cleaning. Mast height
reaches 6 metres, with an
additional 70cm of adjustable
reach. The stainless steel
frame provides a solid and
lasting structure for the 70L
water tank, which when fitted
with the optional 5LPM pump
can be filled with pure water
and used to effectively clean
windows after the roof
cleaning process.

The mast itself is made of
lightweight & ultra durable
Carbon Fibre.

X and Y axis actuators allows
for instantaneous horizontal
and vertical movement up to
30º, controlled via remote
control. Radio control of this
movement enables the
operator to work
continuously without the
need to move the Mast
Trolley. More time cleaning
equals more income!

Mast Trolley

Code Product Price 3-Yr
Finance

5-Yr
Finance

RW-MT Mast Trolley CF(no pump) £3,300 £118.80 £79.20

RW-MTP Mast Trolley CF(with pump) £3,800 £136.80 £91.20

Pressure 6.9 bar (100 psi)

Flow 5 LPM (open flow)

Battery 12V, 22Ah (lead acid)

Wheels Pneumatic

Actuators 12V

Dimensions 615D x 530W x 1100H

Weight 37kg (Dry), 107kg (Wet)

Patents Pending

High Manoeuvrability

Mast Trolley can easily be transported
from van to site.

Horizontal movement

300 of movement through use of a
remote control, the mast can easily
move to follow the wand across any
roof.

700mm

Vertical movement
700mm of movement through use of
a remote control. Allows for additional
fine adjustment of mast head
position, after manually setting
telescopic pole height.



Carbon Fibre poles provide
superior strength, rigidity &
lightweight properties over
the cheaper Glass Fibre
version. The Roof WandTM can
be mounted on the Mast
Trolley system or used
independently on lower areas
due to its light weight and
ability to hover.

When the pressure washer is
set to the recommended 200
BAR @ 21 LPM, the Roof

Roof WandTM & Cleaning

Pressure Washers are sold in
manual pull-start and
electric-start versions.

Pressure Washer

Wand will hover over any
surface. This not only
significantly reduces physical
load, but also creates an ideal
cleaning distance from
surfaces.

Wand consists of 10 poles - 3
adjustable telescopic Glass
Fibre poles, with protective
non-conducting insulation. 7
quick release Carbon Fibre
pole sections (2m each). Total
possible length of 20m.

Pressure 200 bar (2900 psi)

Flow 21 LPM

Engine Honda GX390 (with oil alert)

Starter Electric & recoil

Fuel Capacity 6.1 Litres

Dimensions 800L x 640W x 840H

Weight 66.5kg
Code Product Price 3-Yr Finance 5-Yr Finance

RW-PK
Wand Pole Assembly (20m) + hoses &
cleaning heads £4,500 £162.00 £108.00

PW-PS Pull-start Pressure Washer £2,000 £72.00 £48.00

PW-ES Electric-start Pressure Washer £2,700 £97.20 £64.80

Turbo Nozzles

Solar Panel Brush
Quick release detachable brush head.
Complete with angle crank adjuster. For
use with low pressure Mast Trolley pump.

Included with Pole Assembly

Turbo Nozzles can be set to utilise 2
or 3 jets depending on preference.
Included with Pole Assembly. Fan
Jet attachments for window
cleaning also included.

Complete with angle crank adjuster. For
use with low pressure Mast Trolley pump.

Included with Pole Assembly



Full Kit Price

+ VAT

• £396 pcm (3 yr Finance)

• £264 pcm (5 yr Finance)£11,000

Full Kit includes:

Mast Trolley (CF)

RoofWand Pole Assembly

Electric Pull-start
PressureWasher

Code Product Price 3-Yr Finance 5-Yr Finance

RW-MT CF Mast Trolley (no pump) £3,300 £118.80 £79.20

RW-MTP CF Mast Trolley (with pump) £3,800 £136.80 £91.20

RW-MTP Wand Pole Assembly + hoses & cleaning heads £4,500 £162.00 £108.00

PW-PS Pull-start Pressure Washer £2,000 £72.00 £48.00

PW-ES Electric-start Pressure Washer £2,700 £97.20 £64.80

All Prices



Quality without Compromise.
Discover

more on our social media channels

Ionic Systems Ltd
Westerngate
Hillmead Enterprise Park
Swindon, Wiltshire
SN5 5WN

www.ionicsystems.com

Telephone: (01793) 871386

Email: info@ionicsystems.com




